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Zusammenfassung

In diesem Bericht wird e i n Überblick über die in Karlsruhe verwendeten
theoretischen und experimentellen Methoden zur Analyse kritischer
Anordnungen gegeben. Insbesondere wird die Möglichkeit. mikroskopische
Wirkungsquerschnitte durch integrale Experimente zu überprüfen. in
Betracht gezogen.
Der Stand der Unsicherheiten mikroskopischer Daten wird in Abschnitt
kurz dargestellt. Die Prinzipien und Probleme der Auswertung dieser
Daten werden diskutiert. Im Abschnitt 2 werden die wiChtigsten integralen Kerndaten für den Entwurf eines schnellen Reaktors beschrieben
und die Möglichkeit, diese Vorhersagen in Null-Leistungsanlagen zu
überprüfen, dargelegt. Die angewendeten theoretischen Methoden zur
Berechnung schneller Leistungsreaktoren und die Analyse schneller NullLeistungsanordnungen werden im Abschnitt 3 beschrieben. Die experimentellen
Methoden und die Genauigkeit der gemessenen integralen Daten werden in
Abschnitt 4 diskutiert. Im Abschnitt 5 wird untersucht. ob diese Experimente zur Überprüfung von Kerndaten benutzt werden können. Im abschliessenden Abschnitt wird gezeigt. wie die Information kritischer Experimente
zur Unterstützung der Auswertung mikroskopischer Wirkungsquerschnitte
und Verbesserung der physikalischen Reaktorentwürfe benutzt werden kann.

Abstract

In this paper a review

~s g~ven

about the theoretical and experimental

methods used at Karlsruhe to analyse critical assemblies.

Special

considerationis given to the possibility of checking microscopicdata
by integral experiments.
The situation of microscopic data uncertainties is briefly illustrated
in chapter 1.

Principles and problems in evaluating these data for the

use in reactor calculations are discussed.

In chapter 2 the main

integral nuclear data to be predicted in the design of a fast reactor
are stated and the principle possibility to check these predictions in
zero power facilities is outlined.

In chapter 3 the theoretical methods

used to calculate fast power reactors and to analyse fast zero power
assemblies are deacr-i.bed ,

The experimental methods and the accuracy

of the measured integral data are discussed in chapter

4.

In chapter

5

it is analysed whether these experiments can be used to check nuclear
dat.a ,

The concluding chapter shows how the information from cri tical

can be used to support the evaluation of microscopic data and to improve
the physics design of fast power reactors.
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INTRODUCTION
In the days of fast breedersof the first generation (EBRII, FERMI-REACTOR.
DOUNRAY FAST REACTOR) critica1 assemblies were mostly designed as mockups.
In the past few years they have tBken on a different role. The luge size
of breeder reactors currently under design, end the lack of inventory of
materials to simulate the power reactor in a critical assembly have led to
the approach that critical assemblies are built mainly with the purpose to
check nuclear data and calculational methods. Extrapolation to the power

reactor is then done by

ana~ysis.

D. Okrent presented in the 1965 Conference on Safety. Fue Ls and Core

- -7

Design in Large Fast .Power Reactors at Argonne /-1

the results of an

international inter-comparison on theoretical predictions of

integra~

neutronic properties of some specified fast systems.

It became evident

that fast reactors could not be calculated reliably.

In 1966 another

r2-7 showed that the
of fast
..
critica1 assemblies was far from beingin a satisfactory state.
was
ana~ysis

inter-comparison on ZPRIII.. 48

It

assumed that the discrepancies were both due to the uncertainties in the
microscopic data. and to inadequate theoretical met.hods ,

In the last years

it was possible to improve the theoretical methods considerably and at the

1969 BNES Conference on the Physics of Fast Reactors

L-3.7

in London it was

genera1ly agreed that the remaining differences between theoretical and
experimental results are mainly ceused by incorrect nuclear data.
In this paper a review is given about the theoretical and experimental
methods used at Karlsruhe to analyse critical assemblies.

Special con-

sideration is given to the possibility of checking microscopic data by
integral experiments.
The situation of microscopic date. uncertainties is briefly illustrated
in chapter 1.

Principles and problems in eva.lua.ting these data. for the

use in rea.ctor calculations are discussed. In cha.pter 2 the main integral
nuclea.r data to be predicted in the design of a fast reactor are stated and
the principle possibility to check these predictions in zero power facilities
is outlined.

Inchapter 3 the theoretical methods used to oalculate fast

power reactors and to analyse fast zero power assemblies are described.

The

experimental methods and the accuracy of the measured integra.l data are dis·
cussed in chapter 4.

In chapter 5 i t is analysed whether these experiments

can be uaed to check nuclear data.

The conoluding chapter shows how the

- information from critica.l experiments can be used to support the evaluation
of microscopic dataand toimprove the physics design of fast power reactors.

1.

PRINCIPLES AND PROBLEMS IN MICROSCOPIC DATA EVALUATION
The steady improvement and refinement 01' reactor theory programs in the

last years has led to a status where the relia.bility 01' theoretical predictions
01' the physical properties 01' fast reactors depends to the largest extent

upon the detailed a.nd reliable knowledge of the microscopic nuclear data
involved.

The dominating influence 01' the heavy nuclei on the physical

behaviour 01' fast reactors has provoked high accuracy requests for the
nuclear data 01' these materials so that the experimental methods for neutron
cz-oss section measurements had to be more and more refined.

Because 01' the

large amount 01' data produced thetask 01' the evaluator to deri vecomplete
sets 01' so-called "best 11 data by taking into account all available experimental information end by judging its reliability has become more laborious
and compli cated ,

1.1.

Consistent experimental results
In the ideal case different measurements come into agreement after

reduction to the same experimental oonditions, at least within the range of
their mutual uncertainties.

Then these date. sets can simply be averaged by

least squares and other adjustment procedures in order to elaborate recommended
values.
Problems ean arise here because 01' gaps in the available experimental
information either due to the limitedness 01' the experimental facilities or
due to the fact that not all data have been determined experimentally because
until now they might have not been urgently requested.

For a cross section

smoothly dependent on energy the gaps can rather reliably be closed by
numerical or graphical inter- or extrapolation using theoretical models end
empirica1 or semi-empirical systematics.

In most caaes nuclear theory can only then be app.Lied successi''.111y for
interpolation if at least some 01' the theoretical parameters are determined
from experiment.

The reliability 01' the nuclear models i5 restricted to a

certain energy range, reaction end nucleus.

For example outside the

resolved resonance region the optical model allows the prediction 01' total
cross sections without differentiation for the variou5 exit channels like
fission, radiat i ve capbure , et e ,

The various reaction cross sections for

~~~-----~ --~-----~----

- 4elastic and inelastic scattering, fission, radiative capture , et e , can
be predicted here by using a statistical theory for the decay of the
compound nuc.Leus,

The eva.poration model can serve for the completion of

the data available for the energy distribution of inelastica.lly sca.ttered
neutrons in the continuum range whereas the discrete-level inelastic model
has to be used in the range of resolved excitation levels of the target
nucLeus ,

For the prediction end interpolation of cross sections in the

resonance region single-level and multi-level forrnulae are available.

The

necessary statistical parameters for the unresolved region can be derived
from available resolved resonance data or , concerning the strength runctions.
from optical modelcalculations.

The Fermi gas model e .g. predicts here

the spin end energy dependence of the level densities, the Hill-Wheeler
formula the energy dependence of the fission widths.
Gaps in the resolved resonance range can principally not be closed in
a similar way because no theory exists at the moment which is able to predict
the position end properties of resonances.

This shows clearly the limited

scope er the variousnuclear models and illustrates how problematic the closing
of gaps cen become even in the case of consistent experimental results because
no unified nuclear theory exists.

A more extensive survey about the possi-

bilities for interpOlation by nuclear theory is given in reference
1.2.

L-4_7.

Discrepent experimental results
Insteadof agreement between different data sets, hoveve r , one encounters

more of'ten deviations between the zoesults by an amount larger than the un«
c:ertainties of the ~ individual measurement s , in spite of the corrections already applied.

These discrepancies end inconsistencies represent the main

problem in almost every evaluation regardless of neutron energy. reaction
type and nucleus concerned ,

In the simplest case the differences a.re due to

normalization to different standard vaäues ,

In other cases , however, their

sources cennot so easily be detected, as they are very closely connected with
the experimental facility and methods used ,
An

example for an encountered discrepancy due to different measuring

techniques represent the experiments for the mean number of neutrons released
2
in the spontaneous fission of 25 Cf• This value is the most important standard
for v-measurements for a11 fissile and fertile materials.

Neutron detection

... 5 ...
with liouid
scintillators yield higher values for.
-

Vsp (252cf) than the boron

pile and the manganese sUlphate bath meaaurement.s ,

The differences a.re

larger than the uncertainties q,uoted for the individual measuremenes ,

This

discrepancy may be partlyattributed to the loss of fast neutrons due to
other nuclear reactions in the manganese sulphate bath. but the situation
is till now still rather unsatisfactory.
Another. well-known example for strong notyet resolved systema.tic
discrepancies between different measurement series represent the capture
cross section measurements for 238 U•

For illustration different measurements

at 30 keV a.re quoted in Ta.ble I. 'together wi'th the deviations rela.ti ve to
the experiment of de Saussure (arbitrarily chosen).
Since some of these measurements have also been repeated wi th great
care yielding the same results it seems that the persistent deviationsare t
at least partlYt due to different experimental methods used ,

Each laboratory

relies with greatest confidence on ist own special detector a.lthough systematic
errors mi ght obviously be caused by i t.
Such unresolved discrepancies have the ccnsequence that the eValuated
data will have uncertainties larger than the accuracies quotedfor the
indi vi dual experimental dat a in regard.

Tbe evaluator is forced to come to

adecision concerning the reliability of the different discrepant experimental
data sets in order to deri ve Ilbest" values.

Empirical and semi-empirical

nuclear systematics are restricted in their reliability.

Nuclee.r theory does

not gi ve necessarily an uni voca.l de.cision because it may be that the individual series ean all be reproduced by nuclear theory using different sets of
nuclear parameters or different models of which some of them are quoted in
the preceding section.
Thus in the end the evaluators subjective jUdgement based on the experience
end the physical understanding pls...ys an essential role in the evaluation procedures.

Important aspect.s in this context are the reputa.tion of the experi-

mentalist and of the laboratory at which the measurements have been performed.
From here i t is obvious that the evaluations carried out by evaluators
in different countries and scientific institutions may yield different results.
For demonstration a comparison of three eva.luated data files is gi Yen in
Fig. 1 for the capture cross section of 238 u end in Fig. 2 for the fission

- 6 cross section of 239Pu •

We compared the American ENDF/B-file. the English

UKAEA Nucle.ar Data Library and the German KEDAK-file in the versions avai.Labf,e
in April 1970 at CCDN in Saclay.

1.3.

Possible ways to reduce data disorepancies
The present situation with so many unresolved discrepancies in the

important experimental nuclear data information is rather uns at isfact ory •
Naturally the steady improvement of tbe experimental methods leads gradually
to a reduction of the discrepancies.

But one has to pay attention to the

fact that new precision measurements do not clarify the situation in any
ease ,

'l'hat ise.g. the case for the spontaneous fission v-measurements
2

for 25 Cf• wbere recent measurements have not succeeded in resolving tbe
discrepancies but only in increasing the number of discrepant measurements.
In some cases certainly more detailed considerations of the experimental
conditions followed by a thorough re-evaluation could help.

This procedure

will be much facilitated in the near future since the compilation centers
have started to compile together wi th the eXperimental data sets also physical
and technical comments characterizing the measurement.

These comments will

.be structured according to the internationally e.greed exchange format.

The

final discussion on it has taken place on the last Four-Centre! -Neeting
in November 1969.

In a standardized form information is gi Yen about the

experimental fe.cili ty. the experiment al method. the properties of the sample.
the detector. the standard used , the date. analysis. the corrections applied.
the error analysis and ot.hez-s ,

These compiled schemat Lc descriptions of the

experimental conditions of a mee.surement help the experimente.list to survey
quickly what kind of information is required by the evaluator for a comparison
of his measurements \1ith others and for the jUdgement of it.
In the case of large discrepancies the experimentalists themselves should
meet to compare theirexperimental results end to re-consider the experimental
condi'Hons of their measurements in all details because they knov best the
difficulties in their measurements and the possible source of errors in them.
This procedure is considered to be highly efficient in detecting the deficiencies
of the various experiments end their analysis.

Thus improved techniques

for measurement and analysis can be applied. a search for new independent

- 7 experimental methods may be stimulated, the experimental equipment, or at
least parts of it, may be exchanged end so all of these efforts should lead
to more precise end consistent results.

A elose cooperation with the

evaluators guarantees that the reactor physicists as users of these data
can rely on successfully elaborated "best," data sevs ,

An international

organization such asthe lAEA oould have the important function to coordinate
these activities.
The procedure of data evaluation and the ways to reduce the data discrepancies
are gi ven in Fig. 5 and 6.
2.

THE INTEGRAL NUCLEAR DATA OF INTEREST IN FAST REACTORS

The neutronic properties to be predieted for the design of a fast·
reactor are:
a) the fuel inventory,
b ) the po,.,er distribution,
e) the conversion of fertile to fissile material during operation
together with the build-up of fission products,
a) the behaviour of the system as a consequence of perturbations

of the normal operating reactor.
1'he theoretical prediction is supported by information fram eritical experiments, but one must realize that the latter cannot deal directly with the
transient behaviour, or with long-term effeets.

The check of methods and

data by critical experiments is mainly devoted to the determination of
critical mass , reaction rate traverses and reaction rate ratios, reactivity
coefficients, reactivity worths of the materials or isotopes in question and
also the reactivity effect of higher Pu-isotopes and fission products.
If the experimental investigation is aimed to clarify nuclear cross
section uncertainties s the theoreticaJ. methods used to analyse integral
measurements

80S

well as the experimental accuracy have to have a high precision,

so that discrepancies between theoretical and experimental results can be
attributed to czoas section uncertainties in a unique way.

- 8 3.

THEORETICAL METHODS IN FAST REACTOR CALCULATIONS
In fast power reactors now under design the neutron mean free path

over a wide energy range is larger than the pitch of the core lattice.
Therfore each core zone can be treated,as homogeneous for the ca.lculation.
In most cases the diffUsion approximation of Boltzmann's transport equation
is sufficient to calculate the neutronic properties of the system.

Higher

order transport approximations are normally used onlyto determine corresponding corrections.

Even control rod calculations can be performed by

diffusion theory wi th tolerable accuracy,

The main effort in the calculation

of fast ree.ctors is therfore spent not so much to obtain the spatial distribution of neutrons, but rather the distribution in energy.

With respect

to the nuclear quantities of interest, mentioned in chapter 2, the energy
range from some MeV down to some hundred eV is equally important.
The analysis of experiments in

fas~

critical or subcritical assemblies

requires definitely more sophisticated theoretical methods also for the spaceand
angular

distributions of neutrons, especially if it is desired to check

the accuracy of nuclear data.

3.1.

Tbe multigroup procedure
Because no analytical solutions to the transport or diffusion equation

exist for cases of interest, the neutron distribution has to be obtained
numerically by discretisation in all variables.

With respect to energy this

means integration of the balance equation over a certain energy interval,
the energy group ,

In order to preserve the reaction rates in one energy

group, the cross sections are e.veraged over the energy group with the true
neutx-onflux densi ty as a weighting :ru:nction.

This procedure implies -ewo

main problems!
a) By definition the group cross section is not a constant because
the weighting f'unction depends on position and angle.
b) A unique set of group cross sections for reactor calculations does
not exist because diffusion theory, SN' P

N

or cOllision probability

methods each requires a different system of weighting functions.

To overcome the :first difficultYt one usuaJ.ly assumes aseparation of the
neutron distribution in energy and the other variables. so that the group
cross sections become independent of space and angle.

To account; for the

space variation of the neutron spectrum in homogeneous zones t these

m~

be subdi vided into several regions vith different groul' cons tezrt.s ,

Ir the

groups are bzoad , it is important to use the proper weighting spectrum.
which is not easy to determine.

In principle it can be obtained from an

iterative procedure.
In the resonance region of the cross sections the neutron spectrum
varies strongly. across one resonance proportional to the inverse of the
total macz-oacopd e cross section (narrow ,resonance (N:ij..approximation).

There-

fore group constants of one isotope depend on the material composition of
region.

8,

The resonance character of the czos s section also introducesthe

temperature asa variable in the group constants.

- -7.

At Karlsruhe we have adopted the scheme .developed at Obninsk ('5
of splitting the effective group constant into
(i)
0eff

where

= 000i • fi ( composa't'aon , t emperat
)•
ure

O'~ is the group constant for infinite dilution of the isotope in question.

This splitting is especially advantageously in the unresolved resonance range.
because ~ is not too sensitive to uncertainties in the statistical resonance
data and

o~ can be calculated from measured v,alues across the energy group.

The determination of the resonance self shieldingfe.ctors
single level Breit-Wigner formula.

;ri

is based on the

Interference of potential end resonance

scattering end resonance overlap is taken into account.

The interaction

between resonances of different isotopes is neglected by definition.

This is

not a severe limitation in the energy range cf interest in fast reactors.
Twc different prccedures are currently in use at Karlsruhe to a.ccount
for the dependence of the resonance self shielding on the composition of a
reactor region.
a) The total czoas seetions of all isotopes except the one whose
reaoaence self shielding is beins ca1culated. are approximated
by an appropriate value. ce.lled

0'0'

within the group.

Usually

- 10 one takes the total cross sections for infinite dilution.
We call this the a -concept.
o
b) Cross sections for elastic moderation of neutrons by nuclei
of structural and coolant materials are not approximated
by the a -eoneept t but are calculated exactly vithin the
o
NR-approximation. The numerical procedure uses about 1000
energy points.

In the ease of anisotropie scattering in

the CMS experimen.tal angular distributions are directly used ,

...7.
are performed

This procedure is ca.lled REMO (from elastic removal) /-6
It should be noted that reactor calculations
only in the broad graul' scheme.

This limitation is just being eliminated by 200 group fundamental
mode and space dependent consistent P1-caleulations.

Here again the

maeroscopie elastie removal eonstants are determined exactly. using as
a basis about 1000 gr oups ,

A full documentation of the procedure used

and the ealeulated results will be published sccn ,
3.2.

Number of energy groups
All design calculations of fast reactors

standarized 26-group sets /-6
by Abag,jan et ale

-/-5 ...7.

...

-7.

are based at Karlsruhe on

according to the scheme first introdueed

The energetic fine structure due to resonances

within a group is treated in NR approximation so that the cOliision density
is only weakly dependent on compositionand energy.
width

J.S

However. the group

too broad that a standard collision density weighting fUnction

couJ..dbe used for all types of fast ree.ctors t mainly beeause of a miscalcula.tion of the neutron slowing down.

In consequence we use different

weighting spectra for most of the reaetors calcula.ted. especially if the
REMO procedure is a.pplied.
The desired target is to per:f'orm reactor calcule.tions with date. sets
which do not include any prescribed weighting f'unction.

Then both the main

problems t

80S

stated in section 3.1. in establishing group eonstantsare

avoided.

This is possible :f'or example if the group width is so small that

simple anergetic averages of the cross sections in the fine groups csn be
used ,

This condition leads to more than 105 groups. caused by the resonanee

-

11 -

structure of the heavy nuclei (e .g. 238U) .

It is obvious that the application

of reactor code s wi thsuch high energy resolution is restricted to very
special investigations (GENEX

L-7.'.

RABBLE

L-8_').

A condition. which can much more easily be fulfilled. is to request a
constant collision density within a group.

This leads to a group number of

some hundred. which is mainly related to the resonance structure of medium
weight nuclei as coolant end structural material and , in case of a reactor
with plutonium cxi äe , also the energy dependence of the oxygen cross sections.
This procedure requires the oalculation of resonance self shielding within
the groups. especially for the heavy nuclei. for instance according to the
scheme described above t but not using the o 0 -concept for the description of
neutron down scattering.

To avoid immense tabulations on the composition

dependent resonance self shielding factors for the heavy nuclei. an appropriate
interpolation formula must be use d ,

This group scheme can also satisfactorily

deal wi th threshold type cross sections as a r(238U) •
These some hundred

grOU]?

oalculations originated by Hummel and Rago

-/-9-1

in fundamental mode ca.lculations oan now easily be performed for one-dimensional
problems on modern computers.

The resulting spectra can then be used to ccndense

the group constants regionwise in order to perform coarae group calculations
with multi-dimensional diffusion

01"

transport eedes ,

Though the effect of a scattering resonance on the neutron spectrum in
a homogeneous fast reactor medium is restricted to energies around the resonance
i tself t the neoessity of a proper treatment cf these resonances stems fram the
fact that they are relatively broad end sometimes overlapping for structura.l
ma.terials (the main resonances cover a complete group in the 26-group seheme )
end thus influence the absorption rates cf neutrons by other nuclei in this
energy range.
Following this calculational scheme. it is obvious that the success in
predicting integral nuclear parameters of fast reactors depends strongly on
the accuracy of the verious cross sections. resonance data end also on the
methods of generating group eons t entis ,

From the physical nature of the

effects to be studied in fast reactors)following cross sections are important:

.. 12 a) For neutron energies above some hundred keV:
"
..
f
. 1 . (238
242u ) ,
fast
fiss~on 0
even--even nuc
ea
U, 240 Pu , P

.

.

f~sslon

speetra, elastie and inelastic scattering data which influence
the neutron speetrum andleakage (critical. mass, shape of
power distribution)
b) For neutron energies above some 10 keV to some hundred keV:
fission and absorption 01' heavy nuclei, elastic scattering
resona.nce data (critical. mass , breeding, eoolant density and
void effects)
e ) For neutron energies from some hundred eV to some 10 keV:
resona.nce parameters ror fission and absorption 01' heavy nuclei,
absorption in fission produets (Doppler effeet, eritical mass,
breeding, fission produet poisoning)
Besides the already mentioned unsatisfaetory state 01' heavy nuclei fission and
absorption cross sections, we want to emphasize that the gaps in the data
for anisotropie elastic seattering distribution should be closed.
3.3.

p~ecialt.he.oletical n;.ethods

t,o anagse

,;~eriments

in zero gower facilities

In eonnection with the development 01' aceurate experimental techniques
at Karlsruhe i t was recognized that adequate calculational methods had to
be developed to interpret the expertiment s ,

Special attention was given to

heterogeneity effects which are either due to the plate structure 01' the core
or else arise in a sample experiment. such as material worth or Doppler experiment where one has to look at the heterogeneous configuration 01' the sampIe
in its environment.

In all cases the collision probability method was used.

and resonance self shielding was included

L-l0,

11, 12_7.

Table 11 shows

the influence 01' heterogeneity in
a) a Na-void experiment

L-13.',

where the homogeneous results are

lowered by about 20%.
b) a DOppler experiment

("14_7,

where the resonance interaction

between a hot sample and the cold environment is considerable
at high energies,

• 13 •

- -

e ) material worth measurements ;-12 ,. which are sensitive to
the sample size end the environment.

These experiments were

done in SNEAK-5C, an assembly with k co=1 and a sof'tspectrum.
The heterogeneity was very strong, which is reflected by
the fact that the 5 g sampIe of 238 U was worth three times
as much in the graphite, than in the fuel.

It is obvious

that in such an assembly large corrections for heterogeneity
are necessary.
Theoretical methods to be develo'Ped
.
From the theoretical point of view the following aspects are not yet
included in our procedure outlined abcve ,

Across core-blanket or core-

reflector interfaces the apace dependence of heavy isotope resonence self
shielding has to be investigated more properly.

Work is underway at Karls-

The 'seneral case of spaee
dependent resonance shielding in multizoned reactor systems or cells involving
ruhe /-14 , to treat the esse of plane geometry.

transient neutron spectra is ,rather complicated to deal with end has been
done yet only approximatively

L-lO.

14, 15.'. A re.investigation of the

resonance parameters of fissile nuclei in terms of a multi-level formula
and the corresponding determination oi' resonance self shielding is importent
for soft spectrum systems and high content of fissile material. both for
criticality end for Doppler effect calculations.

For fast reactors now

- -7.

under design the multi-level effect is not very important /-11

It was stated in section 3.1. that no unique group constant set can
be established for reactor calculations. wi th generally acceptable number
of groups.

In any case one has tomake sure whether these group ccnst ent s ,

which are originally prepared for instanoe for diffusion theory calculations,
can be used also in tra.."lsport c:a.lculations er in the calc:ulation ef the adjoint
flux.

A thorough investigation of the effects on integral parameters, caused

by this inconsistency (mainly the neutron leakage is influenced). has not
yet been made.

Kiefhaber for example

L-16_7

showed that the use of flux

weighted group constants in adjoint calculations may ha.ve an non-negligible
effect in the calculations of neutron li.re-time. and material worths.

.. 14 -

4.

METHODS USED IN INTEGRAL EXPERIMENTS
At Karlsruhe two fast assemblies and a fast-thermal coupled one

are available for checking fast reactor calculations and the empirical
determination of the behaviour of mocked-sup fast reaceors ,
a) The subcritical fast assembly SUAK /-17

--

-7 is

designed for pulsed

neutron experiments on uranium and plutonium fuelled assemblies.
The assembly is laid out for core volumes up to 600 liters and
mUltiplication constants k

It is pulsed either with
e f f<0.95.
a 200 keV Cockroft-Walton accelerator or a neutron flash tube.

For time of flight (TOF) measurements flight channels up to
100

m length

are provided.

7 consists of a 50 liter
cylindrical zone with the composition of a uranium fuelled fast

b) The fast-thermal reactor STARK /-18

----

rea.ctor surrounded by athermal driver zcne ,

The fast zone of this

reactor is mainly used for checking experimental methods to be
applied in SUAK and SNEAK and for supporting studies of fast reactor
lattices.

- - - 7 experiments

c) In the fast critical facility SNEAK /-19

on clean

physics cores and measurements on technical mock-ups of fast
power reactors are performed.

The maximum core size is limited

by the tuel inventory, which is now 800 kg of 235u_metal and
200 kg 239 Pu oxide tuel.
The fast cores of all three assemblies are built of tuel and diluent platelets
of the dimensions 50.7 x 50.7 mm and thicknesses ranging from 1.6 to 6.3 mm.
These platelets are contained in a stainless steel or aluminum matrix.
cells of less than 100 cm3 volume can be constructed.

Unit

In the following sections the various experimental methods and their
accuracies are discuss e d•
4.1.

Determination of the critical mass
The most accurate but also most complex quant i ty determined in a critical

experiment is the mass of fissile isotopes.

The errors inherent in the

- 15 critical mass m are due to
er
- the eontent and the isotopic composition of fuel (usually
in the order of 0.1 to 0.3% of m ). Especially the
er
Pu-content in oxide f'uel is mostly not known exactly.
- corrections for partially inserted control rods and for
detectors located in the core.
The critical mass can be given with a total uncertainty of less than 0.5%
in mer or 0.3% in k e ff. For an evaluation detailed information on the
geometry of the reactor has to be given in addition to m •
er
Especially the irregular core boundaries and the internal heterogeneity of core zones may influence the eritical mass considerably.

For

critical experiments carried out in the past this information is not always
easily to obtain.
In

SNEP~

assemblies the shape correction is in the order of a few

tenth of apercent.
nifferences in critical mass of different compositions may be obtained

-
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by progressive substitution experiments /-20, 21

These experiments

yield information on the nuclear properties of reactor media which can be
built in small zones in fast critical reactors of not too different a composition, especially of not too different a diffusion constant.

By this

means only a small stock of about 200 kg Pu-fUel allows the investigation
of core campositions as foreseen for large fast breeder reactors.

In SNEAK-3

experiments,the critical mass of a 500 1 plutonium-f'uelled reactor was inferred
with a 2% accuracy (~ 0.3% ~k/k) from the substitution of a 230 1 Pu-zone
in an uranium f'uelled reactor.
4.2.

The measurement of reactivity chanses
The uncertainties in reactivity measurements depend strongly on the

magni tude of the reacti vity change to be measured ,
a) Reactivity changes

p

&2

$, aa measured for shut down rods and in

substitution experiments, cannot be determined by reactivity compensation in SNEAK due to excess reactivity limitations. Therefore.
such large reactivity changes are compensated by a change in critical
maas ,

- 16 b) Reactivity changes in the range 2

~ > p ~

1

~.

as measured for

sodium void effects in zones 01' the reactor. poisoning 01' a few
elements etc •• are determined with calibrated control rods.
The control rods are calibrated by period measurements and/or
solution 01' the inverse kinetics equation after incremental movements 01' the rod.
systematic error

Calibration by inverse kinetics results in a
up to about ±

3%

in control rod worth

L-22_7.

which is mostly due to the shift in statistical weight distribution.

An absolute limit in accuracy is given by the reproduci-

bili ty 01' the geometrical arrangement and the temperature distribution after a change in loading.

A single change in loading

results in an uncertainty 01' about ±

0.2~.

Careful elimination

of error sources and repetitive measurements yielded small reactivity
~.

changes due to sodium loss with aprecision 01' ± 0.05
c) For measurements 01' reactivity changes

p < 1 ~

special techniques

are deve Loped , which eliminate influences of temperature shirt
or loading chsnges ,

For material worth measurements a pile oscilla-

tor is used in eonnection with an automatie sample changer ,

The

reaetivity measurements are performed by recording either the
flux signal while oscillating or the position 01' a auto-rod.

This

is a control rod} dl"iven by a servo-mechanism to keep the .flux level
constant.

The accuracy of these measurements is limited by statis-

tics and the reproducibility in sample positioning.
emount to an error 01' about 10-7 Ak/k.

Both effeets

Any uncertainty in Be f f does not effect the accuracy 01' the techniques
deseribed above. but has to be taken into account. if reactivity measurements
are compared with calculations or calculated corrections are applied to the
critical mass.
Such a correction for the irregular aore boundary is usually calculated
by two-dimensional codes.

More difficult to obtain is a calculated correction

for the heterogeneity 01' the core , Bunching expez-lment.s , i •.e. increasing the
heterogeneity 01' a medium. give an experimental check of these calculations and

- -7.

alloVt an extrapolation to homogeneous medium. properties '-22

- 17 4.3.

Reaetion rate measurements
Measured reaction rates give valuable information on the neutron balance

in oritioa.l reactors.

They allow to identify the sources of discrepancies

in criticality calculations even if - due to compensation - no eff'ect on k
i5 noticable.
in the fuel.

ef f
01' main importance are naturally the fission and capture rates

Since measurements in zero power facilities do not yield the

capture rates 01' 235u or 239Pu they are deduced from the neutron or reactivity

-

-7.

balance equation ;-23, 24

At the Lendon Conference of BImS, 1969. detailed information on the
techniques to measure reaction rates were presented.

It is now widely accepted

that accurate measurements have to consider the perturbation introduced by any
detector very accurately.

For capture and fission rate measurements minimum

perturbation is achieved, if the detectors themselves are part 01' the fUel.
In practice, this is accomplished byactivating foils made' 01' fUel material

-

-7.

inside the lattice ;-25, 26

Fission chambers are mainly used in measure-

ments 01' reaction rate distributions, either to deduoe material bucklings
of large uniform zones

01'

power distributions in complicated geometrical

arrangements.

. aon
.
..
The precas
of measurements of t h e .fissJ.on
ra:t
es·an 235U an d 239 Pu
. J.n
. 238.
.
h·J. gh • But error margJ.ns
.
.
an d t h e capture rate
U J.S qUJ.te
quote d J.n
literature do not always distinguish clearly statistical and estimated
systematic errors.

Since there is still some doubt about systematic errors,

most laboratories are developing several independent teohniques to measure
these rates.

.An extensive study to intercalibrate the equipment for reaction

rate measurements used at Karlsruhe and Cadarache was started recently.
The techniques currently in use are summarized below.

4.3.1.

Fission rate measurements with chambers
The evaluation has to take into aocount perturbations introduced by the

chamber walls, the connections to the electronic equipment and any guide
channel for the chamber itself.

Then, the precision 01' the measurements

is

l imited by the counting time available and the determination of the effective
fissile mass of the chambers.

Reaction rate measurements thus are restricted

- 18 to an aceuraey of ± 1%. Bucklings can be obtained from traverse measurements

- -7.

with less than 0.5% standard deviation /-27
4.3.2.

235 U and 239 Pu fission rate measurements with foils
These measurements introduee only very small perturbations.

They may

be performed in different manners:
a) Radioehemical analysis /-28 7 of the samples.
.
. ld s the f"~ss~on rat es of 235u
Absolute ß-eount~ng
of ~9 Mo-y~e
and 239 pu with an error of about 1.5% and fission ratios with

-

about 3% accuraey /-23, 29

-7

b) Comparison of the y-activity due to fission products with the
activity of foils irradiated in a thermal neutron speetrum
or inside a calibrated fission chambez-,

L-26,

29

The accuraey quoted in

-7

these measurements is about 2% in fission ratios.
4.3.3.

Fission rate measurementswith solid st~te tl.~ck recorders L-26, 30_7
This method is still in the stage of development.

The tracks produeed

by fission fragments e:merging fro:m thin layers of fissile isotopes are recorded in a suitable catcher foil.
visua.lly.

After etching, these tracks can be counted

Accuracies of3% in the fission ratios were obtained.

The main

difficulty seems to arise in the construction of a reliable and fast automatie
counting de vi ce ,
238

U capture rate measurements

- -7

Radiochemical analysis /-28

and absolute ß-counting of 239 Np yields

capture rates wi th an accuracy of about 1.5% /-23

7.

Widely used is the

comparison of y-rays and or X-rays emitted irt-the-239u or the 239 Np deeay
after simultaneous irradiation of foils in a thermal end the fast neutron
spectrum. The accur'acy achieved is about 2% in the ratio of capture in
238·
. .
•
.
235 U or 239 Pu /- 2,
6 29 7• At Karlsruhe, coinc~.
U to f~ss~on
~n e~ther
dences of 106 keV y-rays and 104 kev x-r:ys of

2~9NP

are eounted in a fast

eleetronic circuit. The sensitivity of the equipment is determined by meens
2
4wh~ch
.
. 239 Np _/-31 _.
7
.
of a eal~bre.ted
Am3
source,
also decays to 239 Pu vi.a

- 19 An improved version of this technique ;-32 7 yields the capture rate of
238
238
239
..
.
U about 1% and the ratio of
U oapture to
Pu f~ss~on Wl th less

than

2%

accuracy.

In Table III the estimated accuracies of reactivity measurements
and measured reaction rate ratios are listed.

4.4.

Spectrum Measurements
The different techniques used to measure neutron spectra are

discussed.

The accuracy of these methods is stated, to define the role

of neutron spectra in checking nuclear data.

4.4.1.

Proton-Recoil-Counters
The

~ower

limit of the measurable energy range lies around 1 keV

and is determined by the fact that 1 keV protons create only about 30

electron-ion pairs.

In fact, it seems, that already below about 5 keV

results with reasonable accuraey cannot be obtained be cause of the lacking
knowledge on the detailed energy dependence of the energy loss per ion
pair for hydrogen.
On the high energy side, there is no principle limit and it has

- -7

been shown /-33

that with large counters and moderate pressure (below

5 atm) measurements up to 10 MeV are possible.

For incore measurements,

on the other hand , the dimensions of the counters a.re limited to some
ten centimeters andthere:fore high pressures (above 10 atm) would be
necesss..""Yto stop the high energy protons.

Because of the difficulties

caused by these high pressures incore measurements are restricted until now
to the energy range below about 2 MeV.

... 20The experimental errors in the proportional counter measurements

-7

-

are currently assessed as follows /-33, 34
Energy

5-30 keV 30-100 keV 100keV-1MeV 1-2 MeV 1-4 MeV 4-10 MeV

Statistics

2%

2%

2%

2%

2%

2%

Total systematic
errors

20%

13%

10%

20%

10%

20%

(large counters)
(SmalI
counters
Incore)

Comments

A large part of the overall experimental error is due to uncertainties
in the correction of the distortions in the measured proton-recoil distribution, which arise from the truncation ofproton-recoil tracks by the
counter walls or by the extension of tracks into the end region •.where
there is little or no multiplication
Two difficulties encountered with incore proton-recoil measurements
should be mentioned:

Firstly, due to the relatively high efficiency measure-

ments in Pu cores are restricted until now to the subcritical region.

The

second problem, commonalso to some other reactor physics experiments, which
complicates the comparison er measuredand calculated data. is the necessary
void of some hundred cm3 to instalI the detectors.
L 1·

6 and He3-Semiconductor Sandwich Spectrometer
-

Both spectrometers are used above some hundred keV. Due to the better
signal-to-noise ratio the He3-spectrometer seems to be more favourable. A
serious handicap for both spectrometers are the uncertainties of about 8%
in the cross sect.Lons , which contribute a large part to the total experimental
error.

.
.
.
L· 6
h
.
For a typlcal
measurement wJ.th
a 1 -spectrometer fJ.gures for t e

total experimental error are given below
Energy

0.4-2.5 MeV

-1'"'337.
...

2.5-4 MeV

4 - 10 MeV

Statistics

3%

10%

15%

Total systematic
error

7%

10%

12%

- 21 ..
4.4.3.

The Time-of-Flight-Method

The experimental error is mainly- due to uncertainties in the detector
efficiencYe

In the energy range where it relies on the Monte eulo calcu-

lation the error in the detector efficiency is assumed to be 10% and from
100 keV to 350 keV it may amount to 15%. Typical figures (12 hour run
with flash tube at 100pps and an energy resolution of 10%) for the errors
in the measured spectra, are L-33..':
Energy

200 keV

40 keV

10 keV

Statistics

<

1%

1%

25%

15%

Total systematic
error (Efficiency,
zero time)
4.4.4.

1 keV

0.1 keV

3%

10%

50%

13%

10%

10%

Resonance Foil Activation in Sandwich Geometry
Up to twenty isotopes are used for the determination of the low energy

7.
-calibr.ation

end of the neutron:: spectrum by the resonance foil acti vati on technique /-26
,

The energies of the main resonences range from 1 eV to 10 keV.

~e

factors, which depend on the y-counter efficiency, are difficult to calculate
end were determined experimentally in a 1/E-neutron spectrum end by comparison

- 22 ...
with time-of-flight results at various SUAK assemblies.

For the evaluation

effective resonance integrals are caloulated using the TRIX-1 program and
most recent microscopic data.
The .total experimental error depends strongly on the neutron spectrum.
It amounts to 10-20% in the soft spectra of steam-cooled assemblies and
to 20-40% in the harder spectra of sodium-cooled reactors end is composed
mainly of the following contributions:
a) Correction for activities not related to the main resonance:
Soft spectrum 10%, hard spectrum 20%.
b) Resonance parameters and calculation of effective resonance
integrals:
Soft spectrum 2%, hard spectrum 3%.
e) Counting statistics:

softspectrum 4%. hard spec~rum

8%.

d) Others: 2%.
4.4.5.

Accuracy of spectrum measurements
Although the attempt has been made to use spectrum measurements for

adjustment of neutron cross section data /-37 7. in our opinion, this will
"" ....
be useful only after a considerable improvement of the measurements and after
a more reliable estimation of errors is possible, compared to the figures
quoted in this paper.

- -7,

If one starts, according to /-34

wi th the required standard

deviation for fast reactor predictiort of 0.01 in k, and 0.03 in breeding gain,
examination of a range of systems leads (as a rough guide) to the target
accurac~

for the amplitude of a broad group spectrum as indicated in the

upper part cf Fig. 3.

Comparing this target accuracy with the quoted

experimental errors - where the statistical errors, except for the resonance
foils, are ommitted because the uncertainties quoted in Fig. 3 are related
to a broad group spectrum - one concludes, that at least in the energy range
10 keV to 4 MeY the experimental eccuracy has to be improved considerably
before spectrum measurements will be useful to improve the prediction for
fast reactors.
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5.

CHECK OF NUCLEAR DATA BY INTEGRAL EXPERIMENTS IN CRITICAL ASSID.ffiLIES
Acheck of nuclear data in critical assemblies poses strict require-

ments on both experimental end calculational techniques. because a valid
check of cross sections by integral experiments is possible only under the
following conditions:
a} the experiments must be carried out with sufficient precision
b} a meeningfUl interpretation must be possible; this means that
the measured effect can be calculated by well-established
techniques. for which errors are small.
c} the result must be sensitive to the cross section data of
interest.
From these requirements. the following definition of a "clean"
criti cal experiment suitable for data check can be gi Yen:

It isa. set

of good precision measurements on a critical assembly in simple geametry.
such that errors due to calculationaJ. methods are small.
The characteristics of some importantclean critical experiments
are gi ven in Table IV.

Of course , noneoI'them-Ts-r-deallycTean. but

they all are either reflected single-zone aores. or have a large enough
uniform test zone ,

An improvement would be desirable to reduce the

heterogeneity effects:

These are qui te large. expecially in the bench-

mark series t and it ,.,ould be useful to haveat least a few experiments
in a homogeneous z one ,
The important techniques used in the experiments are:
1.) criticality measurements (critical maas , sUbstitution)

2} reaction rates (ratios of reaction rates at the center. fission
rate traverses to obtain B2)
3) reacti vity worth measurements of absorbing materials

4) spectrum measurements.
These techniques were discussed in detail in section B.

The first

three give good experimental precision. typically 2% for reaction rates.
1% in the critical maas , and 10- 7 llk/k tor reactivity measurement.

The

- 24 accuracy ofspectra measured is too low to be directly used for data
check.
In the following the use:f'ulness of these experiments for data
check will be discussed under the aspects b) and c) above.
5.1.

Criticality and ratios of reaction rates
k

of a critical configuration. though easy enough to measure ,
ef f
is rather difficult to interpret. mainly because of the many corrections.
First. there are the correctionsfor irregular boundary. and for transport effects, which

aN

fairly small in large ecres , but may be sizeable

in small ccres ,

Obviously that they may be eliminated by experiment. if
2
either a kco=1 experiment is performed, or B i"s obtained from measured
fission rate traverses.
The main correction, however, is for heterogeneity.

It is quite

large for assemblies with metal fuel, and it is uncertain. especia.lly
for large and cemplicated plate cells, like in ZPR-III /48.

In fact, the

Ak due to heterogeneity was calculated to be 0.0182 by Broemfield and

7, 0.0126 by Fillmore et a.l. /-38 7, whereas the Karlsruhe
ZERA Code r10 7 gives 0.0151. The va.lues scatter by more than 0.5% in
Palmer r43

- -

~

.

Ak, and therefore. the ca.lculation or the heterogeneity effect is the
dominating uncertainty in keff calculations for a large cell.

- -7

experiments at Argonne r44

The bunching

gave only agreement in order of magnitude.

Though it was found, that the effect is much smaller, and therefore probably
less uncertain, with oxide :f'uel. it is certainly worthwhile to build,
for seme typical casee , quasi-homogeneous assemblies, where theee effects
are not present.

Such experiments were carried out in England in an

- -7,

epithermal spectrum ;-49

and are being planned at Ispra in fast spectra.

Ratio of reaction rates can be measu:ted with chambers. or with foils. However. foil measurements can generally be well interpreted, and, therefore,
qualify for good precision data check, whereas chamber measurement should

- 25 be used vi th caution.

Foil measurements were carried out in the k co =,

assemblies on ZPR-III. and on ZEBRA. in SNEAK-3A-2. and in MASCURA.
The multiplication factor keff is sensitive to vaf-a
in the different cross section may compensate in part_

and errors
a,
Typical sensitivities

-0{. Ie{.-7

for a 5000 liter oxide breeder , as taken from Zaritsky and Troyanov r62
are given in Fig. 4.
and a~ /O~

On the other hsnd , measurements of the ratios

are sensitive mainly to the cross sections in the ratio, and

such measurements help to resolve compensating errors in k

This is
e f fclear from Table V. which shows some typical sensitivities of spectrumaveraged cross sections in the SNEAK-3A-series, normalized to a change

of -10% in thecross sections.

However. the table also shows that the

sensitivities are not strongly spectrum dependent , and a number of measurements in stroI1g1y different spectra would be required to allow conclusions
in the 4-groups frame used in the t able.
Breeders /-(>1
and o (238U )
y

f~r

7 has

u)

determined the innuence of uncertainties in a

f(235
i:tegral parameters in SNEAK-3A-2, a uranium f'uelled assembly

wi th sort neutron spectrum to simulate steam cooled systems.

The changes

in the cross sections are listed in Table VI. the basic group constant set
is the KF'K-SNEAK set

-/-6-7.

The results of fundamental mode calculations,

It is: ~kL = k(NH=O}-k(N
H}.
where NH is the normal hydro:n c~ncentration in SNEAK-3A-2; t..kp / 2 = k(N H/ 2 }- k ( N );
H
Ak 2p k(2NH}-k(NH}; RSDC =
~corrected for heterogeneity. are quoted in Table VII.

=

r- /

It is realized from Table VII that the assumed uncertainties of about

u } and up to 20% in Oy(238U} have rather large eff'ects on most
f(235
of the integral data quoted. From this it follows that the differential nuclear
10% in a

data have to have a much higher precision _ It woUld indeed be a drastic and
highly appreciated. improvement. if the data of independent differential measurements are consistent v;ithin a 5% margin, though even a higher accur'acy has
been requested in literature.
Central material worth measurements
E

The interpretation of ma.terial worth measurements is problematic.

It

should be mentioned first that the worth of materials wi th a streng slowing

- 26 down cross section depends very much on the details of the adjoint spectrum,
so that they cannot be used presently for data check.

Therefore, the

following discussion will be restricted to absorbing or fissile materials.
The interpretation is complicated because of two problems
a) Uncertainties in the kinetics parameters, especially in ß ff
238.
e
for PuU-fuelled assemblies.
b) Dependence of the reacti vi ty worth on the sampIe size and on
the heterogeneity of the environment.
The imporlence of the first problem in Pu-fuelled assemblies will be
illustrated by the following results obtained in the U-fuelled core 3A-2
end in the parlially Pu-fuelled core 3B-2in SNEAK.

The Pu-zone was substituted

into 3A-2, and the difference in bückling was determined, end found to
be small. The reactivity worth of 1 cm3 core material in the center
is given by
p

c

=

«tDB2p)
F'ß e f f

where F is the usual normalization integral.
experimental reactivity

p

c

The ratio of calculated over

was found to be

0.94 for SNEAK-3A-2
1.07 for SNEAK-3B-2
Although these results are only preliminary, the difference of 13% in
going from the U-fuelled to the partially Pu-fuelled assembly seems to indicate
an inconsistenoy between the kinetics parameters used for Pu assemblies and
for U assemblies.
The results are in line with the observation, published, for example by

- -7,

Li ttle end Hardie /-46

that materials worths in Pu-fUelled assemblies are

consistently overpredicted by 20-25%.

The conclusion is that, so far, one

cen only use ratios of reactivity worths.

- 27 The second effect, namely the dependence 01' reactivity worth on the sample

-

7,
as well as heterogeneity effects.

size and the environment, has been studied recently at Karlsruhe r12
these effects are understood now about

end
Thus

although material worth measurements require a careful analysis they will
probably gi ve useful information on data 01" fuel and structural materials,
which complements the information from reaction rate measurements.
In several cases , material worth measurements were used as integral checks
in cases where large uncertainties in the cross sections existed.

For exsmple,

------ --------------- ------------------------,-------------------------------- ------------- ----240 - -Oosterkamp has carried out experiments in SNEAK to check the data of
Pu.

Reactivity measurements were made with two Pu0

2U02

compositions which contained

239.
240
the same amount 01'
Pu, but d~fferent &mounts 01'
Pu.

The measured

difference in reactivity in going from 8% to 22% in 240Pu is shown in the
and also data evalua.ted by Pitterle
tial measurements.

-I-ln-7,

r5

7, for 01' end 0 c ,
.. - which are based on recent differen-

table, end compared with calculations using the ABN-data

Difference in .;;,ea.ctivity for 2 "fu:el ,c.omR,o,sitions, cents
SNEAK-3B-2

S:NEAK-4B

(soft spectrum)

(hard spectrum)

Experiment

16.6

22.9

ABN-Set

11 .3

13.3

Pitterle

20.0

21.8

The results in the hard spectrum clearly favour the Pitterle data. whereas
the results in the soft spectrum $how only a slight bias.
that

0

It Should be noted,

c values by Yirtah which are slightly higher than those by Pitterle

would give better agreement in the soft spectrum.
An other example is taken from a paper by Barre et alt

-1-40-7.

Worth

measurements 01' nickel in the French reactor ERMllE, in addition to reflector
worth measurements. give a check on the capture cross section.

The results

are in good agreement with recent capture data by Spitz.
Differential crcss section data on fission products were compiled by
different authors. but are still highly uncertain

L-48_7.

On

the other hand}

- 28 data on the reactivity effect of
worth measurements.

f~ssion

products can be obtained by material

The critical facili ty

~

in the Dutch research center

Petten L-49 _7, has been designed to measure highly radioactive sampIes by
theosoillator te chn.i que •

Directly applicable results will be available

soon ,
5.3.

Speciale?CReriments to check n,ucl,ear data
Measurements of the Doppler effec! are sensitive to the low energy

spectrum, and adjoint spectrum, which in turn depend on many cross section

data.

'. spectra. of Na reactors,
.
.
.
For 238 U, 1n
d1screpanc1es
between Karlsruhe

calculation and experiment are about 10% though somewhat better agreement
i.s obtained in assemblies containing hyd.rogen.
Though the calculational methods are well developed now, such discrepancies aredifficult to trace, because too meny cross section data are
Lnvoäved ,

However, an interesting check on data was possible by means of

- -7.

the Doppler effect in 239 Pu /-11

The Doppler effect occurs mainly

between 0.1 end 5 keV, end this is the energy range where the large discrepancy between the KAPL "Love" data end the "hi.gho" data by Schomberg and
Gwin existed.

Experiments were carried out in SNEAK-3B-2 in the normal

core, and in a boron environment, which was designed to suppress the
absorption effect, but to retain the fission effect.

The analysis of both

experiments shows cle.arly that the calculation wi th "hi ghc" va.lues is compatible
with the experimental results within about 25%, which ma.y be expected in a
Pu Doppler experiment, whereas the caloulation wi th "lowa" values is not.

Table VIII shows the breakdown of the calculated va.lues.
One could, in principle, try to use rea.ction rate traverses for data
check.

There are disagreements in the SNEAK measurements in the vicinity

of interfaces, and in the blankets, end there is evidence that a large
portion of the dis agreement is due to errors in cross section data. However,
the measurements depend on the cross sections in a very complicated way, which
certainly also involves the spectrum, and , therefore, they are not well
suited to trace errors.

- 29 Also, for the same reason, the fine structure of reaction rates in
a cell is not a good quantity to trace cross section errors.

Further-

more, the reactor physicist tries to design his experiments with small
heterogeneity effects, so that they may be considered as

EI.

correction.

Calculational methods, at thepresent stage, are just about adequate
to give an estimate of this correction, and there is still dis-agreement
between heterogeneity calculations in different laboratories.

In order

to use heterogeneity effects for data check, one would have to design an
experiment with large heterogeneity effects, end be sure that the calculations describe these effects adequately.

This has probably not been

carried out so far.

6.

CONCLUSION
The foregoing discussion shows that in most cases the theoretical

methods are adequate to analyse the experimental results in eritieal assemblies,
whieh can be performed also with a relatively high aecuzaey ,

For a meani.ng-

tul analysis one should be sure to use sufficiently aecurate calculational
methods and precise and reliable experimental results.
definitely need more precision.

Spectrum measurements

On the other hand it is generally agreed

that the differential data presently available are not good enough to allow
a reliable calculation of the reaetor parameters with the desired aceuraey.
This is the main reason why critical experiments are still being earried out.
The information obtained in critical experiments can be used for power
reactor design in different ways.

The first not very sophisticated we.y is to

use scaling faetors obtained from calculated and measured integral dat a ,
This procedure is nevertheless usefUl and allows a normally sufficient predietion of the main characteristics cf apower reactor, ir the scaling is
based on engineering moek-up experiments

L·51.'.

The second way is to analyse the discrepancies between mea.sured and
predicted integral da.ta in order first to loeate tbe main responsible microsc~pic

data uneertainties and secondly to give preference to specific cross

section measurements according to the direction which is indicated by the
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analysis 01' discrepancies.

It can be stated generally that only a. systematic

study 01' a variety 01' fast ccres , which differ in geometry. material composition. and neutron energy distribution combined with a thorough eomparison
and re-evaluation 01' the main microscopie data can provide more definite
eonclusions about the reliability 01' nuclear data tobe used in fast reactor
calculations.

The results 01' such investigations performed at Karlsruhe

were reported by Küsters /-52 7 and Kiefhaber /-53 7. and led f'or instance

-

-8

~-

to the conelusion to prefer lower 23 U eapture data than formerly used in our
calculations (now Moxon's data ;-54 7 are included). The low 235U fission

- - - ..

cross seetion measured by Pönitz /-55 7 must be excluded.
of' the '967 Schomberg' s data ;-56
be replaced by Gwin's data

7 f'or

L-;7_7:

the a-value

01'

Our interpretation

nlutoni um should better

Of(239 Pu ) should be- inereased above White's

results /-58 7to the Pfletsehinger and Käppeler data ;-59 7. Oosterkamp /-'2 7
·4 .. .could rule out the formerly used eapture data 01' 2 °Pu. The calculation er
criticality for var-i ous aaaemb.Li.es , as given in Table IX shows that a relatively
good prediction is possible beeause of' the f'act. that for most Pu-fuelled
assemblies investigated keff is underpredicted by about 1 to 2%. while

1'01'

most

U-fUelled assemblies keff' is overpredicted by nearly the same amount.
This procedure in the end will lead to and support those measured
microsc.pie dat a , which are consistent with the integral data obtained in
critical facilities.
Finally there is the third

w~ 01'

adjusting cross sections to fit

available integral data. using a least-squares fit t.e chni.que ,

Tms way.

in our op.ind on , is just a more systematic way compared to the f'irst one
to use

inte~ral

pit f'alls :

data in reactor design.

One has to be eareful about eertain

The number or adjustments must be lower than the number of' inte-

gral data. otherwise one gets meaningless oscillations in the adjusted

- -

cross sections /-50 7.

It must be realized. that adjusted and non-adjusted

cross sections generally have about the same standard deviation so that
the procedure does not yield additional informa.tion on a single cross
section except in cases where there are large uncertainties
original values. Thus

t

01'

errors an the

it is notsurprising that the fitting procedure.

when applied to dif'ferent original values. dces not
same adjusted cross seetions.

neeessari~r

lead to the

An example is giYen 1'01' adjusted values
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- -7.

obtained by Barre and by Rowlands, as reported in /-49
Cross section adjustment
-..-".~,_,.",,::;ll

, .. -,---,.--~

-~~~=..,.._~",,~Ä"",'lH--···'"x~-"",~-

Barre
Energy Range keV

r
238U capture

302-498
24.8-40.9
3.36-5.53

Adjusted

Adjusted
value

! -14.3% .111
,,

Rowlands

-11 % .392
+ 6 % .927

I

Adjusted

Adjusted
value

-7.8%

.120+6%
.4721.6%

+3.8%
+7.4%

-

•949t6%

Difference %
in adjusted
values

8%
20%
2%

I

239 pu alpha

I

!

0.768-9~12

1+ 40 % .78

I

+11%

-

.94 +15%

20%

It 1S apparent that the difference of 20% in the adjusted data of 238U
capture in energy ~oup 25 - 40 keV is rather large. and so is the difference
in 239Pu alpha which is also 20%. However. these differences are of the
same order as the uncertainties in differential data (compare the difference
between Moxon and Pönitz for 238 U capture and the uncertainty of 15% quote.d
by Gwin for Pu alpha), and if it is accepted that thecross section fit does
not improve differential aata, there 1S no contradiction.
As a final remark, it should be emphasized that work with adjusted cross
sections does not ensure a meaningful extrapolation to integral data of
assemblies which differ videly in composition or spectrum from those assemblies
used in the fit.

.. _-_.._-_ .. --~------"---------- -----~.

__

._---~-------~----~.

__._--

~---~._-------~-~---
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Table I.

Various 238 U capture measurements at 30 keV

Comments

470±38

de Saussure, Weston
et alt

relative tö 235
(0 f +0 . ~ (
U)
n
ny

473±74

Gibbons, Maoklin,
Miller, Neiler

normalization to the
absorption cross
section of Indium

ny
(mbarn)

30.0±8

-_._.30.0±7

'Deviation re
la,.ive to
~e f'aussure C

Authors
References given
in /-60 7

0

:r-reutron
energy
(keV)

- ..

taken as
reference

+0.6

30.0±1.5

479±14

Menlove, Pönitz

"grey" detector, absolute
measurement of 0 ( 23
+2
at 30 keV
Y
I

30.0

467±18

Pönitz

grey detector;
to of(235u )

30.1

549±55

MackLi.n', Gibbons,

Moxon-Raedetector;
relati ve to '''y (Ta)

+17

Pasma
Bilpuch, Weston,
Newson

normalized to those of
otherexperimenter.s

+2

(±50)

Bergquist

relative to capture in
-26
Ag, normalized to 0 (Ag)
at 24 keV
Y I

(±1r)

Hanna, Rose

relative to the hYdroJen -21
elastic scattering cross
section

Linenberger, Miskel

relative to 0 (235 U)
f

-3

Moxon

relati ve to the absorption cross sectior
of lOB

-11

Tolstikov et alt

normalized to the lOB
cross section at 24 kiV

+12

30.5

480

8u)

relati~e

-0.6

I
I

M

30

350

30

373

30

458 1t(±70)

30

420

H

30

526

11

M

It

(±30)

linearly interpolated between neighbouring experimental points

~

---~--

------

-~-~

----~--~-

----

----

-- ---- -

---~-~~----

-- -------~---~-----~---~------
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Table II.

Effect

ofhetero~neity in

different experiments

a) Na-Void Experiment (205 liters. SNEAK-6A). reactivity in cents
Experiment
Calcul. Homogeneous
Calcul. Heterogeneous
b) Dopple~ Experiment (25% enriched U in SNEAK-3A-2. depleted U in
ZPR-6/4z) t relative uni ts of reacti vi ty change
Energy Range

Above 10 KeV
1 10 KeV
Below 1 keV

-

Total

Effect without interaction
ZPR6

SNEAK
-16.5
-42.4

-25.5

~ -46.1

-28.1

\,

-87.0

-71.6

Correction for hot sample-cold
environment interaction
SNEAK
ZPR 6
-11.8
-3.5
-2.6
{- 3.2
+1.2
-4.9

-15.0

c) Material worth experiment SNEAK-5C
._.~

\feight t g

Position

60
60

1

5

5
5
5

2

1
2

Exper ••
-37.7
-24.4
-86
-25

1

443

2

390

}l

'/>/g

HOlllOg. Calc.

Heter.Calc.

Exp ,

Exp ,

0.97
1.49
0.43
1.42

1.16
1.26

0.98
1.13

Position
in the graphite reg~on of the unit cell
Position 2 in the fuel region of the unit cell

0.80
1.22
1.09
1~19

- 39·Table III.

A)

Estimatedaccuracies of integral experiments

Reactivity measurements at SNEAK

± 3%

Relative
Absolute

B)

.Recent reaction rate ratio m asurements by fo:Üs

radiochemical
analysis

calibration in
thermal flux

-

2.2% ANL /-29

~

calibration by
fission chambers

7 2.2%

- -7

ANL /-29 7
2.1% UKAEA /-26

- -

-

2.9% Al"JL /-29

.

3.1% ANL r29

capture with
Seufert/Stegemann method L-31_7

.7

-7

2.2% U~4EA L-26.7
3.1% ANL /-29 7

- -

0

8/0 9
c f

- -7

3.6% AIfL /-29

1.7% UKAEA/-26 7
1.4% ANL r29 7

--

1.3% UKAEA L-26_7
1.6% UKAEA /-32 7

-

-

._ _-_._--_.-

.. __ ..

_.--_.. _--- ._-

_

..

__ __._-------------

..•. _------_._-_._-_._~._-----~

.

_._----

---------
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Table IV.

Some important clean critieal experiments
Benchmark series

ZPR-III/48 ,49 ,
50,53
CoreGeometry

cylindrical
1-zone core,
reflector

k00-series

SNEAK-3 series

koo-zone, with
degraded spectrum, driver
end buffer

cylindrical 1cylindrical 1-zone
zone core, reflec-core refleetor (2B)
tor (3A-1, 3A-2 )~bstitution of
substitution cf
inner Pu-Zone (2A)
inner Pu-zone
(3B-2)

ZEBRA,8A8c, ZPR-III/55

Fuel

enriched U(3A)
Pu/n 8U( 3B-2 )

Ce 11Geometry

comw.cated
plate cell
(3 drawers)

Important
Heasurements

keff' fission
ratio with chambers(not with
foils ) ,reactivity worth with
samples of
various sizes

Special
Feature

composition
similar to a
mixed carbide
fuelled Na cooled
fast breede~;
various modifications

References

29

relatively
simple, but
large cell

simple in the
3A-series (U)
complicated in
3B-2 (inner
Pu-zone)

MASURCA-2A.2B

enriched U(2B)
Pu/ 38U(2A)
simple rod cell
(4 rods)

2,
B ratios of
react~on rates reaction rates
reaction rates
with foils
(only in 3A-2 with(with foils across
across the fuelfoils), reactivity fuel rods)
plates, spec- worths, spectrum I
trum (TOF,
(proton recoil, 6Li,
proton recoil) sandwich foils),
Pu-a by Doppler
experiment
koo'

r~tios of keff' ratios of

degraded spe otrum to emph,asize the regi ...
on where aP1,t
waS uncerta~n

26, 29

composition similarl
to a steam-cooled
U0 (01' mixed oxi de )
2
fuelled fast reactor

22, 38

42

------~-------_.

------
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~able

V.

Sensitivitieso~spect~-averaged

cross

sec~iqn~~~~

of -10% in cross sections (SNEAK 3A-series)

dö
c

Energy
Groups
(ABll)

öf

3A-0

3A-l

3.<\2

3A-0

3A-1

3A-2

-0.006

1 - 5
6 - 8

-0.006

-0.006

-0.019

-0.019

-0.018

-0.030 -0.024

-0.020

-0.046

-0.031

9 -11

-0.043

-0.037

-0.031

-0.030

-0.039
-0.024

-0.019

12 -16

-0.009

-0.020

-0.027

-0.027

-0.005

-0.021

Total

-0.088

-0.087

-0.084

-0.100

-0.097

-0.089

Table VIII.

Break-down of the calculate,d reacti vi tl, et fe ct in a Do~pler-6
experiment (sampIe: 450 g P~02' temperature change 400 o c ) 10 b.k/ k
.
Alp h a-va I ues for 239Pu
for d~fferent
Normal Core
Lew

Alpha

Boron Environment

High Alpha

Lew

Alpha

High Alpha

Fission

+21.2

+19.9

+13.4

+11.0

Absorption

-18.7

-21.4

- 7.1

- 7.4

+ 2.5

- 1.5

+ 6.3

+ 3•. 6

- 1.3

- 1.2

- 0.4

- 0.4

+ 1.2

- 2.7

+ 5.9

+ 3.2

- 0.6

- 0.6

- 0.1

- 0.1

Total caleulated + 0.6

- 3.3

+ 5.8

+ 3.1

Expansion

Experiment

+2.5 + 0.1

-

---------

--------------

------------~~
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Table VI.

Cross section variation used ror the calculations

Group

Variation
of
(U235)
C1

Energy Range

f

(%)

x)

Variation
of
C1

y

(U238)
(%)
-10

1

6.5

-1 &0.5 'MeV

-10

2

4.0

-

6.5

11

-10

-10

3

2.5
1.4

-

4.0

11

-10

-10

-

"

-10

-10

5
6

0.8

-

2·5
1.4

"

-10

-10

0.4

- 0.8 "

+ 7

7
8

0.2

- 0.4

n

+ 7

-10
-2()

100

- 200

keV

+ 7

-20

'J

46.5

-

100

"

+ 7

-20

+ 7

-20

4

10
11
12

21.5

- 46.5

11

10.0

- 21.5

"

+ 7

-20

4.65

- 10.0

11

+

7

-20

13

2.15

- 4.65

11

+ 7

-20

- 2.15
0.456 - 1.0

11

+ 7

-20

"

+ 7

-15

eV

+ 7
;. 7

-15

+ 7

-15

14
15
16

17
18

1.0
215

-

465

- 215
46.5 - 100

100

"
11

-15

x) Because in group 1-5 0f (U235) has as upper limit the KFK-SNEAK
dAta, the calculaticns are performed with the lower limit.

Te.ble VII.

Influence of date. unceFtainties on integral nuclear parameters
in SNEAK-3.l'..- 2

KFK 793/KFK 776
Reactor

Fundamental Mode Calculations x)
B2 = 25.49 10- 4 cm -2

B2=24.010-4

Experiment

KFK
SNEAK SET
2 - Dim.

SNEAK SET

KFK
SNFAK SET

0y(U238)
Low
Gr. 1-5

0y(U238)
Low
Gr. 6-9

O'y( U238)
Low
Gr.10-14

O'y( U238)
Low
Gr.15-18

°r( U235)
Low
Gr. 1-5

O"r( U235)
High
Gr. 6-9

O"r( U235)
High
Gr.10-12

O'f( U235)
High
Gr.13-15

°r( U235)
High
Gr.16-18

Oy(FE)
Low
Gr. 9-14

kefr

1.000

0.9886

1.0047

0.9886

0.9897

0.9995

1.0101

0.9926

0.9811

1.0017

0.9::161

0.9944

0.9916

0.9934

.t.kL x 102
2
.6kJ'/2 x 10

- 7.0

- 5.91

- 6.32

- 6.55

- 6.54

- 6.13

- 7.04

- 6.91

- 6.63

- 5.85

- 6.42

- 7.00

- 6.83

- 6.17

- 3.8

- 3.17

- 3·30

- 3.43

- 3;43

- 3.22

- 3.54

- 3.64

- 3.48

- }.10

- 3·35

- 3.63

- 3·62

- 3.42

2
6k2'p X 10
R.S.D.C. x102

+ 4.8

+ 3.74

+ 3.89

+ 4.09

+ 4.08

+ 3.86

+ 3.97

+ 4.34

+ 4.05

+ 3.76

+ 3.96

+ 4.21

+ 4.34

+ 4.04

+ 5.8

+ 4.70

+ 4.54

+ 4.76

+ 4.75

+ 4.46

+ 4.76

+ 5.01

+ 4.83

+ 4.31

+ 4.61

+ 4.98

+ 5.06

+ 4.72

-Dok(D. T)x102

-

-

1.04

1.01

1.01

1.02

0.96

0.961

1.01

1.00

1.00

1.01

1.02

1.02

25Ö'Y/25 0
r

-

-

0.321

0.320

0.320

0.321

0.324

0.321

0.324

0·312

0·315

0·315

0·317

0.321

280'1"/250'

0.130

0.139

0.138

0.137

0.131

0.124

0.136

0.140

0.135

0.136

0.137

0.138

0.136

-

0·303

0·301

0.302

0.303

0·307

0.304

0·305

0.294

0.296

0.296

0.297

0.303

0.0297

0.0288

0.0291

0.0291

0.0288

0.0284

0.0290

0.0295

0.0287

0.0289

0.0289

0.0290

0.0290

-

0.965

0.966

0.965

0.966

0·963

0·967

0·978

0.944

0.953

0.954

0·959

0.966

parameter

r

490Y1250r
28O'r125är

490'r125O'r

0.137

0.0338

-

KFK

A) With heterogenity corrections !rom KFK 776
-2
ökerr = + O. 46 10;

A

OL.1k

-2
L = - 0.3 10;

= - 0.1 410- ;
2

A

bL..>ltp/

2

A

L.ik25' = + 0.32 10

~2·

+:'"
W

I

_

Table IX.

41~

_

Best available criticality values calculated for
various Fast Zero Power Assemblies
_

Assembly

Best available
value for ke ff

..

-"'I(

Experimental result

&

Theory-Experiment

(M~XT~T-set)

SUAK

um

0.856

0.86 ± 0.01

-0.004

0.945± 0.01

ZPRIII-10

0.930
1.011

-0.015
+0.011

ZPRIII-25

0.997

1.000

SNEAK-series 3AO
3A2

0.937
0.968
1.0001)

3A3

1.036

0.930
0.962
1.000
1.048

SNEAK-3A1

1.020

1.000

SNEAK-3A2
SNEAK-3B2

1.013
1.000

1.000
1.000

±O.ooo

ZPRIII-48

0.989

1.000

-0.011

ZPRIII-48B

0.987

1.000

-0.013

ZEBRA 6A
SNEAK 5C

0.985
1.040

1.000
1.03 ±0.01 2)

-0.015
+0.010

ZPRIII-55

0.983

1.000

-0.017

SUAK UH1B

3A1

1.000

1) Normalization point for the SNEAK-3A-series
2) Preliminary experimental results
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